
Sweetheart 1141 

Chapter 1141: what sin have i committed 

  

the two of them didn’t exchange any pleasantries and went straight to the point. 

they all knew that it was more important to help master bai figure out the truth than to comfort him. 

as long as he could find bai shixun as soon as possible, all his problems would be solved. 

master bai’s eyes lit up when he saw them. 

“you … you guys are here …” 

he jinsi quickly walked to the bed, his face full of regret. ” old master bai, it’s the he family’s fault for not 

being able to protect shixun. don’t worry, i’ll use all the power in the he family to find shixun as soon as 

possible.” 

the bai family did not have many businesses in europe, and they did not have much foundation. 

among them, the he family had been operating in country F for many years and was F well-known 

financial magnate. 

therefore, bai shixun’s trip to country F to look for bai xinxin was mainly to make use of the he family’s 

influence in the area. 

now that bai shixun was in trouble, he jinsi had been feeling guilty ever since he received the news. 

old master bai shook his head weakly. ” jingsi, this has nothing to do with you. ” it’s xinxin’s fault for not 

being able to live up to expectations. i sent her to country F to recuperate, but she didn’t stay put and 

ran around instead. she didn’t grow her brain and fell into luo chenxin’s hands. now, her brother is in 

trouble … sigh, i think i’ve been very attentive in educating my grandchildren, but why … why are they all 

like this … what sin have i committed … cough, cough … ” 

when master bai thought of this, he couldn’t help but cough again. 
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“old master, don’t think too much,” he jinsi hurriedly said. i believe that shixun is very lucky and nothing 

bad will happen to him. i’ll definitely return safely.” 

mu yichen also took a few steps forward and said, ” that’s right, old man. what else do you know? why 

don’t you tell us so we can help you come up with some ideas? ” 

“sigh, it’s all thanks to shixun’s friends …” 

master bai calmed down a little and began to recall what had happened a while ago. 

“after shixun went to country F, the operation went smoothly at first. luo chenxin told him the truth that 

she had sold xinxin to an underground nightclub. shixun worked with the police to destroy the den and 

caught the leader of the underground force, but they could not find xinxin. “according to the leader’s 



confession, xinxin stayed at their nightclub for three days before she caused trouble. i think she crippled 

a customer and angered the underground forces, so she was sold off …” 

as master bai spoke, a pained expression appeared on his face. 

this was the granddaughter that he had personally brought up as both a father and a mother! 

although she grew up to be a good-for-nothing and arrogant because of her family background, she was 

still his biological granddaughter! 

master bai couldn’t sleep at the thought of how he would end up in such a state, with his life still 

unknown. 

mu yichen and he jinsi fell silent as well. 

after a while, master bai continued, ” “after that, shixun and secretary fang have been looking for 

xinxin’s whereabouts, but there has been no progress for a long time. however, shixun called me three 

days ago. he said that he had found some clues and that they should be able to save the man this time. i 

was still worried then, so i told shixun to be careful. i didn’t expect that something would really happen 

…” 

“old master, did shixun mention that he’s found any clues?” mu yichen asked. 

” this … ” master bai recalled. ” it should be related to luo chenxin … ” 

Chapter 1142: she tricked shixun and the others into going to country F on purpose! 

  

” i heard him talking to secretary fang on the phone. they seemed to be questioning luo chenxin about 

something … they even warned luo chenxin not to play any tricks … ” 

mu yichen and the others looked at each other upon hearing this. 

mu yichen asked a few more questions in succession. 

unfortunately, bai shixun did not want the old man to worry, so he only reported the good news and not 

the bad news. there were many details that the old man did not know. 

seeing that they couldn’t get any more information out of him, they comforted the old man and left the 

room. 

not long after, bo tingyuan also rushed over. 

the three of them were surprised to see him. 

“tingyuan, why did you come? i noticed that something happened at home, so i didn’t tell you …” 

bo tingyuan and his wife were in the midst of a divorce. as it involved a large amount of assets after 

marriage, the bo family was in a mess. 

he jinsi had no intention of troubling him. 



bo tingyuan looked exhausted, but his expression was serious and determined. ” how could you hide 

something from me when shixun is in trouble? the bo family also has a lot of power in europe and the 

united states, so they can help.” 

“that’s good.” he jinsi didn’t say anything else. 
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with the friendship between the few of them, there was no need to be polite. 

” since that’s the case, let’s analyze the situation in country F. ” 

he jinsi went straight to the point. ” i didn’t dare to go into detail in front of old master bai just now. 

actually, the he family’s security department has also sent back news. at least three of the bodyguards 

who were sent to protect shixun and the others have been confirmed dead. the location where the 

bodies were found was in the suburbs of paris. the traces at the scene showed that they should have 

died in a gunfight.” 

mu yichen and the others were shocked upon hearing this. 

the bodyguard’s death also meant that … the person they were protecting was most likely dead too. 

mu yichen gritted his teeth. ” damn it. i should’ve known that luo chenxin had an ulterior motive for 

telling them about bai xinxin. she’s trying to trick shixun and the others into going to country F! if only i 

had stopped him!” 

bo tingyuan shook his head. ” yichen, you don’t have to blame yourself. even if you wanted to stop 

shixun, you wouldn’t be able to. how could he not go to country F when this matter concerned his 

sister? even if he knows it’s a trap, he’ll still go!” 

” that’s right, ” he jinsi added, ” “the most important thing now is to find shixun. i plan to go to paris 

immediately. i have to find him!” 

mu yichen immediately said, ” i’ll go too. this has more to do with me. i’ll find out who shixun or luo 

chenxin is! ” 

“then i’ll also …” 

as soon as bo tingyuan opened his mouth, he was interrupted by mu yichen and he jinsi. 

“no, you can’t go!” 

“that’s right. you know your family’s situation. if you leave now, what will shaoxuan do? besides, it’s 

enough for the two of us to go.” 

” but … ” bo tingyuan wanted to continue. 

however, mu yichen and he jinsi were very determined and persuaded him to go back. 

the few of them were very decisive people, and they quickly came to an agreement. 

he jinsi immediately went to arrange for a private jet. 



it was only then that mu yichen had the time to show his concern for his wife who was sitting beside 

him. 

” chenxi, i’m sorry … ” it was rare for young master mu to show a guilty look. ” i have to go to paris 

immediately. you and tang tang wait for me at home … ” 

before mu yichen could finish his sentence, he was interrupted by luo chenxi. 

“no, i’m going to paris with you!” 

mu yichen was stunned. ” what?! ” 

“bai shixun was not the only one who went missing, fang ziqian was also missing! how can i stay here 

and wait for news?” luo chenxi frowned deeply. 

Chapter 1143: even if he’s fine this time, i’m going to cripple him! 

  

mu yichen refused instinctively,”no, you can’t go! it was too dangerous! shixun’s disappearance must 

have something to do with the underground forces in country F. we don’t know what we’ll run into 

when we get there. how can i let you take such a risk?” 

luo chenxi raised her head and glared at him. ” what about you? don’t you have to risk your life to go to 

country F? have you ever thought that tang tang and i would be worried?” 

“i …” 

mu yichen was at a loss for words for a moment. 

he lowered his head and looked into luo chenxi’s big, watery eyes. he felt guilty at once. 

his family would be worried if he left just like that. however, bai shixun was his brother who had grown 

up with him … 

“stupid woman …” 

mu yichen was about to say something when he was interrupted by luo chenxi with a wave of her little 

hand. 

“you see, you’re going to country F for your good brother, and i’m going to country F for my best friend. 

let’s not talk about each other! let’s go!” 

mu yichen choked at once. 

what he said made so much sense that there was no way to refute it! 

however, after a while, he still frowned. ” stupid woman, have you really thought it through? are you 

sure you want to go?” 
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in addition to safety considerations, there was one more thing that he couldn’t ask. 



their destination this time … was paris! 

when he mentioned paris the day before, luo chenxi’s face turned as pale as a sheet of paper in a split 

second. it was apparent that the city had left a huge psychological shadow on her. 

but now, for fang ziqian’s sake, she decided to fly over herself … 

“i’m sure!” luo chenxi nodded heavily. ” bai shixun, that shameless playboy. not only did he abduct my 

little qianqian, but he also put her in such a dangerous situation! ” see how i’ll deal with him! even if 

he’s fine this time, i’m going to cripple him!” 

she gritted her teeth and clenched her fists. 

mu yichen was at a loss for words. 

bo tingyuan was speechless. 

why did he suddenly feel that bai shixun was in a bad state? 

half an hour later, luo chenxi only thought of the important question when she was sitting on the he 

family’s private plane. 

the place where bai shixun went missing was the city that she did not want to step into the most in her 

life. 

however, it was too late to regret now. 

luo chenxi accepted the truth very quickly. she turned her head to look at the sea of clouds outside the 

window.”little qianqian, please don’t let anything happen to you!” 

in her toughest and most lonely years, the only person who treated her the best was fang ziqian, other 

than lu wenjun. 

now that lu wenjun had gone missing, if anything happened to fang ziqian … 

she didn’t know what to do! 

“little qianqian, what happened to you? where is he?” 

…… 

three days ago. 

france, paris. 

in the middle of the night, on a slightly narrow street, bai shixun and the others were pretending to be 

tourists as they walked forward at a moderate pace. 

this was the famous red-light district in country F. the colorful neon lights around it flashed with strange 

lights and shadows. a large number of scantily dressed women were attracting guests on the street. 

fang ziqian lowered the brim of her hat to cover her face as much as possible. her eyes fell on the 

signboards of conch girls that could be seen everywhere on the street, and the corners of her mouth 

twitched. 



“what … what the hell is this place? bai shixun, we’ve been to all the red light districts in paris, and we’ve 

been to this street three times. are you sure we’re going to continue searching in this place? maybe the 

information luo chenxin gave us was fake!” 

Chapter 1144: you’re so strict with me, do you love me? 

  

bai shixun raised his eyebrows, and a hint of playfulness flashed across his handsome and perfect face. 

“little qianqian, i’ve already told you countless times that this place is really not suitable for girls. you 

don’t have to follow me at all. don’t worry, even if you’re not by my side to supervise me, i won’t do 

anything to let you down. after all, ever since i had you, i’ve stopped being interested in such ordinary 

women …” 

even at such an important time like finding someone, second young master bai’s sweet words still came 

out of his mouth. 

his many years of experience in the field was not in vain. as long as he wanted to, it had become his 

instinct to say a few nice words to please girls. 

furthermore, fang ziqian was his main target. 

in order to settle things with fang ziqian and prevent her from reporting to the old man and ruining his 

plans, bai shixun had long made up his mind to pluck this mountain-top flower at all costs. 

fang ziqian’s expression immediately showed signs of breaking down. 

“bai shixun, stop your nonsense! what do you mean by having … having me? i don’t have a single cent of 

relationship with you! shut up! did you hear that?” 

bai shixun picked his ear. ” i heard it, i heard it. ” little qianqian, can you lower your voice? i wasn’t the 

only one who heard it. everyone around me heard it too …” 

fang ziqian’s body froze. 

she turned around and realized that there were indeed many passers-by looking in her direction. she 

hurriedly shut her mouth. 

they had secretly come to inquire about the situation. 
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in order to conceal his identity, he had even disguised himself. 

she didn’t control her volume just now. it wouldn’t be good if she attracted the target’s attention. after 

all, she was a young girl who wasn’t in the special forces. it would be very conspicuous if she appeared in 

the red-light district. 

fang ziqian took a deep breath and lowered her voice.”anyway, don’t talk nonsense! let’s think about 

what we should do next!” 



bai shixun’s gaze slowly swept across her face. ” there’s no other way now. we can only look for them 

one by one. ” if you don’t have the patience, you can go back to the hotel. i’m not joking with you, this 

place is really not suitable for you.” 

although fang ziqian had put on some makeup to disguise herself as a man, she was still a woman. 

however, even though her makeup was exquisite, she lacked luo chenxi’s free and easy temperament. 

one could tell that she was a woman the moment she opened her mouth. 

bai shixun had been worried from the beginning. 

however, fang ziqian insisted on following him out, so no matter how he tried to persuade her, it was 

useless. 

in the past, when fang ziqian came along, he could take the opportunity to tease her a little. 

but today … he didn’t know why, but as soon as he entered the street, he had an uncomfortable feeling, 

as if someone was staring at him. 

however, even the well-trained bodyguards of the he family didn’t notice anything strange … 

could it be an illusion? 

no matter what, he hoped that fang ziqian would return. 

“no, i can’t let you be here alone …” fang ziqian said sternly. 

bai shixun laughed like a hooligan. ” what’s wrong? you’re really afraid that i’ll steal food outside? you’re 

so strict with me, do you love me so much?” 

“love your head!” fang ziqian was about to flip out again. 

at this moment, a hoarse and deep female voice came from his right. 

“sir, what kind of service do you need? i’m the most professional on this street, i can match any position 

…” 

Chapter 1145: if she could serve him well, wouldn’t she be able to fly up to the branches and become 

a phoenix? 

  

the woman was speaking in french, but the all-purpose secretary, miss fang, had learned french before, 

so she understood what she was saying. 

his first reaction was to turn his head, and his eyes suddenly became sharp and fierce. 

sure enough, he saw a foreign woman with heavy makeup on, holding bai shixun’s arm and leaning 

toward him. 

the foreign woman’s clothes were not even the size of a palm, and a certain plump part of her body 

rubbed against bai shixun’s body. 

fang ziqian almost vomited. 



“get lost!” she scolded in a low voice. 

however, the woman could clearly tell who the real rich man was in this group of people. not only did 

she ignore fang ziqian, but she also stuck even closer to bai shixun. 

fang ziqian gritted her teeth and turned to look at bai shixun. 

bai shixun noticed the anger in her eyes and laughed in his heart. he deliberately did not get rid of the 

foreign woman immediately. he stood still on the spot as if he was hesitating. 

seeing this, the foreign woman lowered her voice even more, making it more seductive. 

“sir, i really have the best service on this street. not only do i have no problem with normal positions, 

even if you want to play something special, i have no problem …” 

“oh? special?” bai shixun raised his eyebrows and seemed to be very interested. 
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the foreign woman thought that he was tempted and immediately nodded. ” that’s right. just like what 

you’re thinking, any kind of heavy taste is fine. ” 

” some of the hardcore ones … ” bai shixun said, ” aren’t they illegal? ” 

hearing this, the foreign woman laughed out loud.”illegal? it was illegal, but so what? you must be a 

tourist from abroad, right? you probably don’t know, but in our red-light district, all the businesses there 

are legal. after this street … you’ll be doing all kinds of business. even the police patrol won’t cross the 

boundary of this street, so you don’t have to worry about being caught.” 

bai shixun squinted his eyes and his gaze turned sharp. 

however, his face still remained expressionless. 

his thin lips curled up slightly, and under fang ziqian’s fiery gaze, he slowly pulled his arm back. 

“forget it, i’m not interested in heavy flavors …” he said slowly. 

” sir … ” the foreign woman was not willing to be rejected and wanted to fight for it. 

in their line of work, most of the customers they met were fat and unsightly. they had never seen a man 

as handsome as bai shixun, who had a perfect body and temperament. 

moreover, even though he had intentionally concealed it, his every movement still revealed an 

extraordinary aura. 

this was definitely a fat sheep from a very high background! 

sleeping with him for one night was already a great deal. if she could serve him well, wouldn’t she be 

able to fly up to the branches and become a phoenix? 

being this man’s mistress was a hundred times better than being a prostitute on the streets! 

unfortunately, bai shixun was not moved at all. 



the foreign woman had no choice but to turn around and leave. 

fang ziqian was so angry that she almost vomited blood. she glared at bai shixun. ” what’s wrong? he 

couldn’t move after seeing such a fleshy woman? second young master bai, allow me to remind you that 

we are currently on official business! there’s no time for you to ‘enjoy’ it!” 

fang ziqian gritted her teeth when she said the last few words. 

Chapter 1146: she will definitely escape 

  

bai shixun raised his eyebrows and gave a half-smile. ” so … my dear little qianqian, you’re … jealous? ” 

“jealous my ass! do you think i’d be jealous?” 

“if you’re not jealous, then why are you so fierce to me?” bai shixun asked innocently. can’t you see that 

i was just trying to get some information?” 

“gather information? what kind of information do i need to get close to a prostitute who can provide 

heavy-tasting services?” 

fang ziqian’s voice was cold, and her words were unreasonable. 

however, bai shixun felt that her voice was much more pleasant than before. 

” alright, don’t be jealous. i did get some important information just now. ” bai shixun’s face turned 

serious again. ” you heard what the prostitute said just now. from this street, we’ll reach the area where 

illegal services are provided. i’ve only heard of such a place in paris, but i don’t know where it is …” 

as he spoke, he suddenly turned around and stared at luo chenxin who was behind him with a sharp 

gaze. 

luo chenxin was wrapped in a black coat and even her hat was covered tightly. 

at that moment, she was being held by a few bodyguards and was following behind bai shixun. 

bai shixun furrowed his brows and motioned for everyone to walk to an empty alley. then, he stepped 

forward and asked in a stern voice, ” “luo chenxin, what the hell are you doing? in the past month, 

we’ve searched all the red-light districts in paris! why haven’t we found him yet? today, you have led us 

to such a place again …” 

the hat on luo chen’s head was pulled off by the bodyguard, revealing her face. 
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if luo chenxi were here, she would certainly be shocked by luo chenxin’s current appearance. 

her face was blue and purple, and it was all swollen. the shadow of the great beauty from before could 

no longer be seen. 

it was obvious that he had suffered a lot during this period of time. 

she coughed a few times, and when she opened her mouth, her voice changed. 



” second … second young master bai, don’t … don’t be angry. i’m really trying my best to help you find 

her … really … i don’t know where those people … where they sold your sister to, but … i roughly know 

which special places they are in contact with … we can only look for them one by one … ” 

” i know, ” bai shixun sneered coldly. ” but we’ve searched so many houses, and there’s no clue at all. 

you’re clearly toying with me! ” 

“no, no, no, i don’t dare! i … i really don’t dare to!” luo chenxin denied it. ” it’s also possible that the 

next family … they sold bai xinxin a second time … that’s why i brought you here today … disobedient 

women are usually sold to this place … ” 

when bai shixun heard this, he recalled what the foreign woman had said just now. the anger in his 

heart suddenly rose. 

“you actually caused xinxin to fall into such a place! you’d better pray that she’s still alive and that i can 

save her in time! otherwise … i’m capable of doing anything!” 

bai shixun was so angry that he was about to go crazy. 

he motioned to the bodyguards behind him to teach luo chenxin a lesson before they continued on their 

way. 

luo chenxin spat out a mouthful of blood. she looked at the backs of the few people, and a trace of 

malice flashed in her eyes. 

bai shixun and fang ziqian … 

there was also luo chenxi who was far away in china! 

she would definitely escape. furthermore, she would definitely take revenge for everything these people 

did to her! 

Chapter 1147: what the hell is the old man thinking? 

  

bai shixun discussed with a few bodyguards and decided to go deeper into the red-light district to 

continue looking for bai xinxin’s whereabouts. 

fang ziqian felt that this was a little inappropriate. after a moment of hesitation, she advised,”second 

master, we’re not prepared. it’s too risky to enter the illegal area like this. why don’t we go back and talk 

to the police first, then …” 

“talk to the police? the police in F country were a bunch of good-for-nothings, what was the use of 

looking for them? i dare say that the police must be in contact with the underground forces. someone 

must be behind the scenes! after we find xinxin, i’ll definitely get to the bottom of this!” bai shixun’s 

face flashed with anger. 

fang ziqian pursed her lips. she had to admit that bai shixun was right. 



when they had just arrived in country F, they had contacted the police through the he family’s influence. 

in the beginning, the police had been very cooperative. they had conducted a surprise check on the 

nightclub that luo chenxin had confessed to and arrested the nightclub’s management staff. 

however, because bai xinxin had already been transferred to another person, they could not find her. 

after that, the police’s attitude changed. they became more and more perfunctory. 

bai shixun had lost his temper several times because of this. however, they were not in china after all. 

the power that the bai family could use was very limited, and they could not force the police to handle 

the case. 

bai shixun had no choice but to sneak into the red-light district to investigate. 

at this point, he was most grateful that he had been careful in the beginning and kept luo chenxin in his 

hands instead of handing her over to the police to assist in the investigation. 

otherwise, even the last clue would have been cut off. 

“we can’t delay any longer.” bai shixun furrowed his brows. ” now that we finally have a lead, i’m 

worried that if we delay any longer, the news will leak again … ” 
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not only did the police not cooperate with them, but they even affected their secret investigations 

several times. 

bai shixun and the others had always suspected that the police had colluded with the underground 

forces. 

in addition, now that he knew that bai xinxin might have been changed a few times and might even be 

suffering in hell on earth, bai shixun could not wait any longer. 

fang ziqian knew that she could not change his mind, so she could only remind him, ” second master, 

let’s check out the surrounding situation first. we can’t be rash … ” 

” i know. i don’t intend to rush in and cause trouble. i’ll just find out some information first … ” bai 

shixun nodded. 

suddenly, he remembered something and turned to look at fang ziqian. ” we’re entering an illegal area. 

you don’t have to follow us. go back. ” 

bai shixun chased them away again. 

however, fang ziqian still shook her head. ” no, i can’t leave! ” 

” i’m not joking with you! ” bai shixun seemed to be very anxious. ” we might be in danger when we get 

in! ” 

fang ziqian raised her head and looked at him with determination. ” it’s because of the danger that i 

can’t leave! before we set off, the old man specifically asked me to go over and told me that no matter 

what happened, i must follow you closely and not let you act rashly alone!” 



bai shixun was stunned for a moment. then, he could not help but swear, ” “f * ck! what is the old man 

thinking?” 

he knew that he was a little too much of a playboy, so it was normal for master bai to think that he was 

unreliable. 

however, he had never expected that the old man would make such a request to a girl like fang ziqian! 

what was even more ridiculous was that fang ziqian had actually agreed! 

Chapter 1148: no matter how much he tried to please fang ziqian, she remained unmoved 

  

“can you wake up? fang ziqian? you knew that there was danger, but you still followed me! was the old 

man’s words that effective? he wants you to die, are you going to die or not?” 

bai shixun glared at the woman in front of him in exasperation. he really wanted to grab her shoulders 

and shake her awake. 

in his heart, other than worry, there were even more complicated emotions mixed with depression, 

unwillingness, and anxiety. 

it was only then that he realized that fang ziqian wasn’t following him out of jealousy. it was because of 

elder bai’s instructions! 

why was it always like this? 

no matter how much he tried to please fang ziqian, she acted as if she didn’t see it and continued to 

treat the old man’s words as an imperial edict. 

he had let this playboy, who had always been successful in the field of love, taste what a real sense of 

frustration was! 

when fang ziqian heard bai shixun’s words, her little face immediately became stern. ” second young 

master, don’t say that about the old master. the old master is only thinking for you. if i follow you, on 

one hand, i can give you some ideas, and on the other hand, if something happens, i can at least be of 

some help. at least, i can call the police, right?” 

bai shixun’s breath was stuck in his chest. he could not breathe. 

after a long while, he finally said reluctantly, ” if you insist on following me, then follow me! ” 

bai shixun knew that fang ziqian was loyal to the old man. since it was an order from the old man, she 

would never go against it. it was useless even if he tried to persuade her. 

besides, he only planned to pretend to be a guest today to get some information. he didn’t plan to make 

a move immediately. 
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there shouldn’t be any danger … 



“you must follow me closely, understand?” bai shixun stared at fang ziqian. 

” don’t worry, ” fang ziqian nodded. 

the few of them discussed for a while, rearranged their clothes, and then turned to the fork in the road. 

although it was an illegal area, from the outside, it did not look much different from the red-light district 

they had just passed, except that there were fewer tourists. 

however, bai shixun and the others were not surprised. 

since it was an illegal business, he definitely couldn’t do it openly. 

they walked on the street for a while, but they didn’t find any clues. 

just as bai shixun was about to find a nightclub to enter, luo chenxin suddenly said, ” “second … second 

young master bai … i … i remember now …” 

bai shixun furrowed his brows and turned to look at her. ” what did you remember? ” 

luo chenxin looked around carefully for a while before she lowered her voice and said, ” “um … there are 

a few shops here. i … i saw reese here before. the chances of miss bai being in these shops are higher …” 

“which few?” 

“the nearest one is nearby. just go into the alley on the right …” he said. 

bai shixun subconsciously looked to his right and pursed his lips, but he did not follow her instructions. 

luo chenxin suddenly became anxious and quickly said, ” “it’s true! what i said is true, second young 

master bai! i … i’m already like this now, what good is there in lying to you? in fact, i also regret it very 

much. because of my impulsiveness, i caused miss bai to become like this … i also want to save her. ” 

” second young master bai, you can’t hesitate any longer. in that kind of shop, normal girls can’t stand 

the torture. usually, in less than two months, they will die … ” 

bai shixun’s expression changed when he heard that. 

luo chenxin heard his cold voice before she could be happy. 

Chapter 1149: chapter 1153-kill them! 

  

” luo chenxin, why did you have to lure us to that dark alley? what’s your scheme? ” 

luo chenxin’s heart skipped a beat. 

she had described bai xinxin’s fate to be so miserable, but second young master bai still did not fall for 

it! 

she had heard that bai shixun doted on his younger sister a lot in the past. he almost fell out with mu 

yichen for bai xinxin’s sake. 



now that he had heard that bai xinxin might die, shouldn’t he have rushed into the alley without a care 

for anything else? 

bai shixun squinted his eyes and said coldly, ” ” luo chenxin, didn’t you realize that your performance 

today was too deliberate? ” 

he did not doubt luo chenxin’s words at first. 

however, luo chenxin’s attitude today was too positive. she even took the initiative to point the way. 

this had never happened before. 

no matter how slow-witted bai shixun was, he was on his guard at this moment. 

“let’s go immediately! i can’t stay here for long!” 

at his command, everyone turned around and left. 

however, at that moment, a gunshot was heard. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the assassins who were hiding in the dark noticed that bai shixun and the others had not entered the 

planned ambush point and were about to leave. 

the assassins could no longer hide themselves. they immediately rushed out and fired at them. 

“dammit!” bai shixun cursed in a low voice. 

the underground forces of F country were so arrogant that they dared to open fire on the streets! 

bai shixun’s bodyguard reacted in time, and the shot did not hit bai shixun. 

however, the street was in a mess. 

the tourists realized that there had been a shooting, and they screamed in horror and began to flee. 

the streets were packed with people, and there were also intermittent gunshots. the scene was 

extremely chaotic. 

bai shixun grabbed fang ziqian’s wrist. ” let’s go! ” 

the bodyguards immediately surrounded bai shixun and fang ziqian to protect them. 

their most important duty was to ensure their employer’s safety, so they could not care about luo 

chenxin when they were shot. 

luo chenxin was pushed to the side and fell to the ground. one of her front teeth was knocked out, and 

blood flowed from the corner of her mouth. 

however, she could not hide the surprise on her face. 

this time, she could finally escape successfully! 

these former subordinates of reese had really come at the right time! 



luo chenxin immediately screamed, ” where are they? they are the ones who killed reese, kill them 

quickly! no, capture them alive. i want to torture them!” 

a sinister smile appeared on her face. 

she shouted so loudly that luo chenxin’s voice was penetrating even in such a chaotic and noisy street. 

fang ziqian’s face turned pale when she heard that. she could not help but curse, ” damn it, luo chenxin, 

that b * tch! ” 

however, it was too late to say anything now. for them, the most important thing was to escape from 

this area. otherwise, they were afraid that only death would await them. 

“don’t talk, walk this way!” 

bai shixun’s expression was grave. he held fang ziqian’s hand tightly and used his body to shield her as 

he ran forward with all his might. 

in order to protect them, the three bodyguards behind him had separated from the two of them and 

took the initiative to block the killers. 

the gunshots behind them were indeed sparser than before, but it did not stop. there were still sporadic 

gunshots. 

bai shixun knew that they were far from being safe. 

from luo chenxin’s words, they could tell that they were being hunted down by professional assassins! 

Chapter 1150: bai shixun, you … you’re injured? 

  

he did not know what luo chenxin had in mind to mobilize his former subordinates when reese was 

arrested. 

however, these people were definitely dangerous, extremely dangerous! 

even if the gunshots had stopped, it was unknown if they were hiding in the crowd, waiting for them to 

deal the fatal blow. 

of course, fang ziqian was also aware of the seriousness of the situation, and she was also running 

forward with all her might. 

she had always been in the habit of working out. even though she was not born with a sports-oriented 

mind like luo chenxi, she was much stronger than an ordinary girl in terms of physical strength. at the 

very least, she would have no problem running half a marathon. 

however, as she ran, she suddenly felt that the speed of the man beside her was gradually slowing 

down. 

fang ziqian was originally dragged along by bai shixun, but now, it was the opposite. she was the one 

pulling bai shixun along. 



fang ziqian was so anxious that she couldn’t help but urge,”bai shixun, run faster! i can hear the sound 

of gunfire getting closer and closer! you … hurry up, you hear me? why is your physical strength worse 

than a woman like me?” 

bai shixun was despised by her, but he did not refute her as usual. he remained silent, but he sped up a 

little. 

moreover, his breathing was also much heavier than before. 

fang ziqian felt that something was amiss, but the current situation did not give her time to think. 

he could only run forward with all his might. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

when they reached a corner, she suddenly felt a tight grip on her wrist. bai shixun pulled her into a 

hidden alley at the side and motioned for her to keep quiet. 

fang ziqian’s face was filled with anxiety as she bit her lip. 

not long after, they heard urgent footsteps coming from outside the alley. 

” damn it, where did that man and woman go?! ” 

“it’s like seeing a ghost! i thought that pampered young masters and young mistresses like them would 

definitely run out of energy after a few steps. how did they persist for so long and run so fast!” 

“no, we must catch them! miss luo just said that the leader is still alive and has been detained by the 

young master of the mu family in china. that man is a good friend of the young master of the mu family. 

as long as we take him as a hostage, we can get the leader back! we can’t let them get away!” 

” don’t worry. that man was shot just now. he can’t have run far. let’s catch up with him! ” 

the two killers discussed in a low voice and quickly continued to run forward. 

because it was dark, they did not notice this alley. 

although the killer had left, fang ziqian did not dare to let her guard down. she forced herself to not 

make a sound and waited for a long time. 

the assassins didn’t come back. 

fang ziqian heaved a sigh of relief. ” i think we’re safe for now. what should we do? ” 

bai shixun’s voice sounded a little weak. ” i don’t know if those killers will come back. ” if they can’t 

catch us, there’s a high chance that they’ll come back and search slowly. we can’t risk going out in the 

middle of the night … let’s continue to walk into the alley and see where this alley leads to.” 

“alright, let’s go.” 

fang ziqian got up and turned around to see bai shixun supporting himself on the ground. he tried twice 

but failed to get up. 

she was stunned for a moment. ” what’s wrong with you? ” 



at this moment, the killer’s words suddenly appeared in her mind. 

” bai shixun, you … you’re injured?! ” 

when they were running for their lives, bai shixun had been protecting her with his body, so fang ziqian 

was unscathed. 

she did not realize that bai shixun had already been shot! 

 


